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Mighty Tieton
Monster FELT
Building Community through Ancient Tradition

2012-2016: A Photo Story

1) It begins as  65 pounds of local wool fiber, carefully layered
in  a 15’ x 30’ footprint. 

“...hundreds people of all
ages and ethnic origins
from Eastern to Western
Washinton, learned about
the rare craft of Nomadic
Feltmaking firsthand by
participating in the
process...”

he Tieton Arts & Humanities Organization in Tieton Washington, commissioned me to create a piece of Felt that 
could serve as a symbol of the strength, cultural diversity and artistic flavor of their growing Arts Incubator 
community, Mighty Tieton, in Eastern Washington. I had previously shown work in their gallery and held felting

workshops and educational presentations about my research, art and projects – all based on the ancient craft and 
tradition of Nomadic Feltmaking. This is a photo story of a remarkable piece of functional art that was born from the 
6,000 year old tradition of families and communities making Felt together for their common survival. Over the course of
four phases, hundreds people of all ages and ethnic origins, from Eastern to Western Washinton, learned about the rare
craft of Nomadic Feltmaking firsthand by participating in the process of making this, The Mighty Tieton Monster Felt.

T
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Phase I: Making Felt – Reenacting an Ancient Tradition , 2012

3) Wool dyed blue creates an edging in a design symbolizing
water - an important element for life and making Felt. 

4)   Once the lay-up and edging are completed, everyone
gathers to acknowledge the gifts of nature - the sheep’s
wool, water  and the collective strength of working together.

2) The naturally colored wool is evenly spread 

The Monster Felt is the centerpiece of a weekend event celebrating community and tradition. 



7)  The gentle walking can now become dancing, which 
increases the pressure and agitation underfoot. After a few
hours of dancing, the bonds between the fibers become
stronger, and the dancing becomes more playful.

8) The wet matted fibers are strong enough to roll up around
a center core. Traditionally this would have been a long
straight log. 

9) Rolling/ Kicking back and forth, is one way of increasing
the agitation and pressure which further felts and 
strengthens the bonds between the fibers.
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5) Netting is carefully placed on top of the wool to hold the
fibers in place.

6) Warm water is carefully poured on top of the dry wool,
until it is fully saturated. Everyone walks carefully on the wool
to coax and compact the fibers together. This is the beginning
of the felting process. After an hour of gentle walking, the
fibers begin to matt  together. 

10) After a few hours, the net is removed and the edges are
checked and reworked to ensure even felting. 

”While dancing on the
Monster Felt I met art 
patrons, local Mexican
students, museum 
curators,  engineers, and
a local wine maker. Tieton
brings together a remark-
able mix of people!“ 



4) Top: Kyrgyzstan, Central Asia- 2001.  A village family and
friends work together to kick/roll a wool lay-up down  a
country road with the common goal of making a new Felt
yurt cover. Below: Tieton, Central Washington – 2013. It
takes a village. Youth and Tieton community members work
together in a rare opportunity to contribute in the process of
making a Felt for the community of Tieton, WA. 

5) After hours of rolling and re-rolling, the wool fibers have
felted into one solid piece of Felt. Individual fibers were
weak, but felted together they became strong. This ancient
process is powerful metaphor for the ages. At the end of the
day each student took home a wool felted ball they learned
to make – a symbol of the cycle of life and the result of the
ancient process of feltmaking brought to life with their 
collective time and energy.

Phase II: Empowering At-Risk Youth Through Traditional Craft, 2013
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2) The wet Felt is covered with net.

1) At-Risk Youths re-wet the partially felted wool outisde with
warm water to activate fibers.

3) All hands working together, with a common goal of 
making strong Felt – a craft of survival through the ages.  

As part of another community celebration weekend, I worked with 10 at-risk youths from the Yakima Valley who spent the day
with me learning about the history of Felt and nomadic feltmaking and in so doing, took the Monster Felt to the next level – more
rolling and felting. The work was physically demanding, and required tremendous team focus and cooperation. The sense of pride
and accomplishment after a day of learning a rare craft was profound!

“At-risk youths from the
Yakima Valley spent the
day with me learning
about the history of Felt
and nomadic feltmaking. 
They ultimately had a
hand in creating what is
undoubtedly the largest
piece of handmade Felt
attempted in the US.”



Phase III: Reawakening the Monster Felt for an Unprecedented Felting Event, 2015

1) Rewetting the wool is a job for all ages. 

4) Horse meets Felt in the field.

5) The 400 pound roll of wet Felt is hitched up to the horse
and rolling begins.

2) Laying down the net.

3) Wrapping a protective layer over the roll for the next stage
of felting. 

Following another period of hibernation, the Monster Felt continues its evolution from fiber to Felt. An event that marks two 
important milestones. This is the largest piece of handmade Felt made in the traditional Mongolian style in North America, and 
the first time horse felting has been used.
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“ People were shocked
by the work that’s
needed to make Felt on
this scale – and to think
it hasn’t been done like
this anywhere for at least
100 years.” 



6) Top:Mongolia, 2008 - The ancient process continues –
horse felting over the tundra. Below: Central Washington,
2015 -The ancient craft of horse felting comes to Tieton –
a North American first.

8)  Felting continues with horse and rider for 5 hours. 

9) Partnership is a good thing – bringing communities and
people together. 

7) Local residents participate in the rolling and rerolling
process on the tundra.

10) The pride and accomplishment of partnerships through
craft and across cultures. 
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"Horse Felting has been
a dream of mine since
1999. Thanks to the 
Tieton Arts & Humanities
Organization, along with
José and General, we
made history – this is the
first nomadic horse felting
event in North America!”         



Phase IV: 2016-2017

1) Unfurling the Monster Felt - Spring 2016.

4) Monster Felt as backdrop at LitFuse, 2016.

2) Raising the Monster Felt and testing the magnetic 
hanging system. 

5) Test video projection on the Monster Felt in preparation 
for JA’s  exhibition at the San Francisco Museum of Craft and
Design in 2017.

3) The Monster Felt  is ready to be the center of attention as
the official stage backdrop and projection screen.

The Monster Felt is already being used and celebrated as a symbol of the Tieton Arts & Humanities Council. It has served as a 
ceremonial carpet, as well as a  back drop and acoustical treatment for two conferences held at Mighty Tieton. The Monster Felt is
currently slated to be a part of a solo exhibition of Janice Arnold’s work at the San Francisco Museum of Craft and Design in 2017
where it will be used as a  projection screen, to show a selection of rare unpublished video footage showing  traditional feltmaking
taken across Central Asia and Mongolia between 2000-2015. 
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“We are deeply grateful
to Janice for letting us
share in creating this 
extraordinary work of art
and traditional craft. 
We are proud to display 
it in Tieton (except when
it is on display elsewhere,
which is also wonderful).”

– John Kane, Board President
Tieton Arts & Humanities


